The paper discusses the processes of interaction between religious groups and institutions in post soviet
Introduction
The return of religion in socio-cultural practices of post soviet space gave birth to numerous questions concerning politics, ideology, social and individual consciousness and values.
For scholars, one of the principal problems is ascertainment what is religious revival and whether present-day religiosity (nearly overall) has something to do with religious belief. Does the modern rationalized mind really coexist with irrational belief in supernatural? Can we assume that throughout the history of the Soviet Union, the soviet citizens were latently believers and consequently after collapse of the atheistic ideology their religious belief simply took manifest forms? Or, on the contrary, transition from the official ideology of atheism to desecularization practices is nothing then a new ideological campaign?
We realize that it is hardly possible to answer these questions irrefragably. We simply study the religious revival in Buryatia that is a 
Materials and Methods
In the paper, we employ field materials of our own including questioning, qualitative interviewing, observation and participation in religious rituals and worshipping. In addition, we used mass media materials including Internet and writings of the religious leaders. Conflict between civilizations will be the latest phase in the evolution of conflict in the modern world' (Huntington, 1993: 22) . Simultaneously, scientific discourse returns back to pre-modernist interpretation of religion, according which there exists a phenomenon of religion sui generis or 'pure religion' that is peaceful and tolerant while terrorism and intolerance are 'abuses' (Brill Dictionary, 2006: VII-VIII).
Finally, interaction of cultures gives birth to interpenetration of religious representations that is interpreted in science as religious syncretism and 'patchwork' religion that is, according to Hermann Denz, 'religion + a little something else'. Explaining this 'something', he says that 'Grand churches and theology do not approve of daemons, magic and everything that is related to these things to a great extent. This holds for the present as well as for the individual epochs in church history. With popular religion howeverwhich has always had a tendency to combine different teachings and cults and is indifferent towards dogmas -they have always enjoyed great popularity' (Denz, 2009: 184) . By the way, free interpretation of dogmas is peculiar not only to the modernized consciousness: in no less degree, it testifies to personal religiousness that is a widely spread phenomenon all over the world and in particular in the former atheistic countries. This is especially important from the point of Buryat historical memory. In the times of the Russian Empire, only Orthodoxy was the state religion. Forcible baptism of Buryats was not rare and the Buddhism was exposed to discrimination (for details see for example : Amogolonova, 2015b In 1900, the number of atheists in Russia amounted to 0.2% (which was similar to world standards) (Lane, Ersson, 2005: 161) .
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These include a variety of miraculous manifestations of the divine faces and figures on the rocks. In Buryatia, a famous cult place is the stone in Kurumkansky district, on which the image of the deity self-displayed, in which the Buddhist monks recognized the Goddess Yanzhima. The similar image of the Buddha is in the Murochinsky datsan in the Kyakhta district of Buryatia. The image of the deity opens not to everybody: according to the explanations of the Buddhist clergy, only a sinless person can see the face of God.
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Obo or barisa are the places for worshipping masters of locality. Traditionally, these are the hips of stones or trees decorated with ribbons and tags. Obo are usually erected by the roads, on mountain passes and at hilltops, at lakes, springs, and on the riverbanks. The derivative notion barisan means the ritual of offering to the spirits.
According to the draft law of the Russian Federation, beginning from 2014 to carry out such activities, the healer must have a special license, which at present in Buryatia neither shamans nor Tibetan monks-medical men or bonesetters possess. The law has no effect on sufferers who continue to turn to the healers.
